
 

Andrew Victor Massey 
2023–2024 International Chair Candidate 

Total JET/JETAA Experience: 12 years 

• 2020–2022: International Vice Chair, JETAA-I (2 years) 

• 2019–2020: Country Representative for Canada, JETAA-I (1 year) 

• 2021–2023: Co-Chair, JETAA Toronto (2 years) 

• 2019–2021: Treasurer, JETAA Toronto (2 years) 

• 2016–2019: Website Coordinator, JETAA Toronto (3 years) 

• 2013–2015: Prefectural & Neurodivergent Education ALT, Nagasaki (2 years) 

Candidate Bio 

Hello Country Representatives! I’m Andrew from Toronto, Canada. I’ve been an exec with JETAA at the local, national, 

and international levels since 2016. I’m excited to rejoin JETAA-I and ready to take on the role of International Chair. 

JETAA experience aside, political acumen and professional ability are what set me apart from other candidates.  

Pre-pandemic, I worked for the Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO) from 2016–2020. I’ve collaborated 

with CLAIR, MOFA, MEXT, and MIC, as well as JETRO and The Japan Foundation, in both professional and volunteer 

capacities. This experience has taught me how Japanese government organizations operate, and in particular, how 

our key stakeholders make decisions. I will use this knowledge to build and maintain trusted professional relationships 

with these organizations while making sure to advocate for our global membership at every opportunity. 

These days, I work as an editor for an instructional design firm. I regularly manage multiple projects and editorial 

workflows with a focus on content strategy and process improvement. I want to apply these professional skills in a way 

that delivers positive change for every chapter and CoR. In other words, I want our JETAA work to feel more enjoyable. 

As Chair, I will always promote fun, optimism, and positive thinking across our organization and communities. 

Vision 

My vision for JETAA-I can be summarized in three principles: Innovate, Improve, and Inspire. 

Innovate: 

• Rethink our organization’s structure and replace outdated procedures with more efficient processes. 

• Pursue new external partnerships for post-JET opportunities and support alumni career development. 

Improve: 

• Refine internal communications to streamline discussion, save time, and keep meetings efficient. 

• Apply writing best practices to make our external communications more accessible and inclusive. 

Inspire: 

• Reforge the link between JET Alumni and current JETs though online networking and NAJET mentorship. 

• Embrace and support new initiatives like Career Fairs, the JNTO Video Contest, and KenJETKai alternatives. 

• Work with CLAIR to revive past successes like the Satogaeri Project and the JET Furusato Vision Project. 

Thank you so much for considering me. I would be very grateful for your support in this year’s election. 
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